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ABSTRACT 
We apply the matrix operators vech and vet to obtain generalizations of some of 
the matrix results given by Szatrowski. In particular the variance-covariance matrix of 
the Wishart distribution is obtained in a very compact nonsingular form. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the operators vet and vech have been studied extensively and 
have found useful applications in statistics (Henderson and Searle [2], 
Magnus and Neudecker [3], Neudecker [4]). In this paper we prove various 
results related to symmetric matrices. Some of them are generalizations of 
Szatrowski [S-7]. Our proofs are very simple. Also, we obtain the variance- 
covariance matrix of the Wishart distribution in a very compact nonsingular 
form. 
2. DEFINITIONS; PRELIMINARIES 
For a matrix X, vecx is defined to be the column vector obtained by 
stacking its columns, and vech x is obtained from vet x by eliminating all the 
above-diagonal elements of x. For example, if 
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then vet x = (a, b, b, c)’ and vech x = (a, b, c)’ (Henderson and Searle [2]). 
For any symmetric matrix (say of order p), 
(Szatrowski [5]). It is to be noted that there is a permutation matrix P such 
that 
P(A) = vech A and P’vech A = (A). (1) 
For any symmetric matrix x of order p, there is a matrix G of order 
p2 x p(p + 1)/2 with rank p(p + 1)/2 (see [2]) satisfying 
vecx=Gvechx. (2) 
Write 
H = (G/G) -IG!. (3) 
For any square matrix A of order P define 
\Ir( A) = 2H( A@A)H’. (4) 
The commutation matrix I, m, n ) of order (m, n) is a matrix such that for any 
m x n matrix A, vet A = ZCn,,nj vet A’ [3]. 
LEMMA 1 (Wiens [B, p. 243, (3.22)]). (i) We have 
GH= t(Z,~ +&,& 
where ZCp p, is the commutation matrix of order (p, p). 
(ii) F& any square matrix A of order p, 
GH( ANA) = ( ABA)GH. 
(5) 
(6) 
Note that GH is symmetric and idempotent. 
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THEOREM 1 (Magnus and Neudecker [3]). Zf the p x p matrix W > 0 
has a central Wishart distribution with parameters Z > 0 and n, then 
E(W) = nZ, 
var(vecW) = n(Z + Z,,,,,)(Z@X). 
(7) 
Note that this is a singular matrix. 
3. SOME MATRIX RESULTS 
This section presents some results related to symmetric matrices and their 
applications. 
THEOREM 2. For any non-singular matrix Z of order p, 
[H(Z@E)H’] -I = G'(Z-'@IX-')G, 
where G and H are defined in (2) and (3). 
(8) 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 1. n 
In the following we obtain the variancecovariance matrix of the Wishart 
distribution in a nonsingular form. 
THEOREM 3. Zf W is as in Theorem 1, then 
ivar(vechW) = 2H(I:@Z)H’= q(Z). 
Proof. 
var(vecW) = G var(vechW)G’ by (2). 
Thus 
Gvar(vechW)G’= n2GH(Z@Z) by (5) and (7). 
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Hence 
var(vechW) = 2nH(Z@Z)H’. 
COROLLARY. 
A var((W>) = 2P’H(Z@Z))H’P, 
n 
where P is given in (1). 
Anderson [l] and Szatrowski [5-71 denote (l/n)var( ( W)) by G(Z). The 
above corollary provides an explicit expression for +(Z). 
Note that 
@(Ix) = P’S(Z)P. (9) 
THEOREM 4. Let Z be a p x p rumsingular matrix, and E and F be 
symmetric p X p matrices. Then 
i tr(X-‘EZ-‘F) = (vech E)‘[\k(Z)] -‘(vech F). (10) 
Proof * 
tr(Z-‘EZ-‘F) = ( vet E)‘(Z-‘@Z-‘)vec F 
= (vech E)‘G’(B-‘@XZ’)Gvech F. 
Now (8) and (4) give the result. 
APPLICATION 1. 
where Z is positive definite. This follows from (1) (9), and (10). 
This result, first proved by Anderson [l] and Szatrowski [5], is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 4. 
Following is a generalizaition of Lemma 1 of Szatrowski [5]. 
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THEOREM 5. Zf R is any p x p matrix, then for any p x p symmetric 
matrix S, there exists a matrix B such that vech(RSR’) = B vechS. Zf R is 
nonsingular, then B is nonsingular. Also ‘k( RSR’) = B\Ir(S)R’, where ‘k(A) 
is defined by (4). 
Proof. 
vec(RSR’)=(R@R)vecS. 
Hence by (2) we get 
G vech(RSR’) = (R@R)GvechS. 
Premultiplying this equation by H, we get 
vech( RSR’) = H( R@ R)G vech S. 
Hence B = H(R@R)G. 
If R is nonsingular, again by (8) and (3) we get that B is nonsingular. For 
the last part consider 
B\k(S)B’= 2BH(S@S)H’B’. 
But BH = H(R@R)GH. Hence 
B\k(S)B’= 2H(R@R)GH(SsS)H’G’(R’@R’)H 
= BHGH(R@R)(S@S)(R’BR’)H’G’H’ (by Lemma 1) 
=~H[(RSR~)B(RSR’)]H~=~(RSR’). W 
The following general result related to the symmetric matrices gives 
elegant shorter proofs for some of the matrix results given by Szatrowski 
[5-71. 
THEOREM 6. Let Zi, i=l,..., 2n + 1, E, and F be p X p matrices such 
that Zzi_1, i = 1,2 ,..., n + 1, are nonsingular and E and F are symmetric. 
Define ‘ki=\k(Zi), i=1,2 ,..., 2n+l. Let x2i_1=*z;11, i=l,..., n+l; 
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xei = \kzi, i = l,..., n; A,,_ ,=Z,?,, i = l,..., n t-1; and Azi =Bzi, i = 
1 ,..., n. Let 
2n +I 





2,1+1 2n +I 
,Fl xi = iG’(GH)‘” ivr (Ai@A,).G (by Lemma I) 
= iG’H’G’( A@A)G (since GH is symmetric and idempotent) 
= $G’( A@A)G. 
Hence the result. n 
APPLICATION 2. Take n = 1, and Z,, Z,, 8, all positive definite. Then 
we have 
This is Lemma 3.4 of Szatrowski [7]. 
We can obtain Theorem 4 of Szatrowski [5] as a further application of this 
result by setting E = Z, and F = X3. Thus 
(vech B,)‘\Il,‘9Z9c’(vech 2,) = i tr( 8,( Z~‘Z,C~‘)B,B~iC,Z[‘) 
We have shown some applications of vet and vech operators of matrices. 
It is shown that these operators are helpful in simplifying results related to 
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symmetric matrices, leading to very elegant compact forms. Some new results 
along with generalizations of some existing results with shorter proofs have 
been given. Compare with the proofs given in [l], [5], [6], and [7]. 
I wish to thank Dr. Kenneth Berk for helpful discussions. 
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